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Abstract: Aiming at the anonymity problem existing in Zhuet al.’s and Leeet al.’s schemes, Wuet al. proposed an improved scheme.
But, Wuet al.’s scheme is also proven unable to provide anonymity. Especially, Zenget al. declared that due to an inherent design flaw
in Zhu et al.’s scheme, Zhuet al.’s scheme and its successors are unlikely to provide anonymity. However, in fact, we can use a simple
but effective method to solve this anonymity problem. In this paper, based on Wuet al.’s scheme, we propose a novel authentication
scheme with anonymity for wireless communications. Our method is also suitable for Zhuet al.’s and Leeet al.’s schemes. Analyses
show that the proposed scheme can solve this anonymity problem and is almost as efficient as the exiting one in performance.
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1 Introduction

Wireless network technology has undergone rapid
development in recent years, and with wireless
communications, small mobile devices within range of a
wireless network can transfer data at any place and any
time. In a mobile communication system such as
GLOMONET (Global mobility network), through
universal roaming technology, mobile users are able to
access the network services provided by the home agent
in a foreign network. This does facilitate the mobile users,
but it also has brought forth the network security issue
because wireless communication is broadcast in nature
and anyone within range of a wireless device can easily
intercept the packets sent out without being perceived [1].
How to authenticate mobile users is an important security
issue. It is a big challenge for us to solve this security
issue because there are a few things to consider in
designing security protocols, such as the low
computational power of mobile devices and the low
bandwidth and the high channel error rate of wireless
networks. Therefore, the security protocols should be
designed to minimize the message size, the number of
messages exchanged and the computation complexity [2].

Several authentication schemes [2,3,4] have been

proposed in recent years for the mobile wireless
networks. They can deal with users’ roaming among areas
administered by different network operators and be
implemented by users’ devices with limited computing
resources. Zhuet al. [2] proposed an authentication
scheme with anonymity to provide an anonymous
authentication service for wireless communications, and
Lee et al. [3] found some security issues in Zhuet al.’s
scheme and proposed an improved scheme. Later, Wu
et al. [4] pointed out that both of these two authentication
schemes fail to provide anonymity due to the off-line
guessing attack and thus proposed a new scheme. Soon
after that, Zenget al. [5], Lee et al. [6] and Younet al.
[7] pointed out that Wuet al.’s scheme still fails to
provide anonymity, independently and respectively, but
none of them has given an effective solution. Especially,
Zenget al. declared that due to an inherent design flaw in
Zhu et al.’s scheme, Zhuet al.’s scheme and its
successors are unlikely to provide anonymity. So,
researchers tend to use more complex cryptographic
methods to achieve the anonymity of mobile users, such
as schemes [8,9], which are much less efficient than
schemes [2,3,4] and increase the computing overheads of
mobile devices largely, and no researchers have tried to
solve the anonymity problem existing in these
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structure-like schemes in recent three years and it seems
to be believed that no solution can be found. However, we
find that there does exist such a solution, and it is hasty
for Zenget al. to declare their conclusion.

In this paper, we will give a simple but effective
method to solve the anonymity problem and take Wu
et al.’s scheme as an example to introduce our method. A
novel authentication scheme is proposed based on Wu
et al.’s scheme. Our method can also be used in Zhu
et al.’s and Lee et al.’s schemes to solve the same
anonymity problem.

Table 1: Notation
Notation Meaning

PWA The password of an entityA
IDA The identity of an entityA
TA The timestamp generated by an entityA

CertA The certificate of an entityA
(X)K Encrypting a messageX with a symmetric KeyK

EA(X) Encrypting a messageX with A’s public key
SA(X) Signature on a messageX with A’s private key

h A one-way hash function
‖ Concatenation operation
⊕ Bitwise exclusive-or operation

A → B : M An entity A sends a messageM to an entityB
MU The mobile user
HA The home agent
FA The foreign agent

2 Review of Wu et al.’s scheme

Wu et al.’s scheme is similar to Zhuet al.’s and Lee
et al.’s in structure. In Table 1, we list the notations and
abbreviations used in their scheme. Their scheme can be
divided into three phases: initial phase, first phase, and
second phase. In the initial phase, a new mobile user
(MU) registers with the home agent (HA) and HA
delivers a password and a smart card for the MU through
a secure channel. In the first phase, the foreign agent (FA)
authenticates MU and establishes a session key. In the
second phase, MU visits FA and FA serves for MU. The
details of these three phases can be shown as follows.
A. Initial Phase

When a new MU wants to register with his/her HA,
he/she sends his/her identityIDMU to the HA. Upon
receiving the registration information from MU, HA
computes the MU’s passwordPWMU and a valuer as
follows:

PWMU = h(N||IDMU ) (1)

r = h(N||IDHA)⊕h(N||IDMU )⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMU (2)

whereN is a secret value kept by HA. Then, HA sends
PWMU and a smart card containingIDHA, r and a
one-way hash functionh to MU through a secure channel.

B. First Phase
In this phase, FA authenticates MU and issues a

temporary certificateTCertMU to MU. The certificate will
be used in the second phase when MU always
communicates with this FA within this area. The steps of
this phase can be shown as follows.

Step 1. MU → FA : n,C, IDHA,TMU .

MU computes n = r ⊕ PWMU and C =
(h(IDMU )||x0||x)L, whereL = h(TMU ⊕PWMU ) is his/her
temporary key, andx0 and x are two secret random
numbers. The timestampTMU is used to prevent from the
replaying attack.

Step 2. FA → HA : b,n,C,TMU ,SFA(h(b,n,C,TMU ,

CertFA)),CertFA,TFA.
Upon receiving messages from MU, FA firstly checks

if the timestampTMU is valid. If it is valid, FA forwards
the information received from MU with his/her certificate
CertFA, a secret random numberb and the corresponding
signatureSFA(h(b,n,C,TMU ,CertFA)) to HA.

Step 3. HA → FA : c,W,SHA(h(b,c,W,CertHA))),

CertHA,THA.
Upon receiving messages from FA, HA firstly checks

if FA’s certificateCertFA and the timestampTFA are valid.
If both of them are valid, HA can obtain the real identity
of MU by computingn ⊕ h(N||IDHA)⊕ IDHA = IDMU .
Then, computeL = h(TMU ⊕ h(N||IDMU )) and use it as
the decryption key to decryptC to obtainh(IDMU ), x0 and
x. HA locally computesh(IDMU ) and compares it with
the one obtained by decryption. If they are equal in value,
the MU is a legal user. Next, HA generates a random
numberc and computesW = EFA(h(h(N||IDMU ))||x0||x)
and its signatureSHA(h(b,c,W,CertHA))). At last, send
these messages with its certificateCertHA and a
timestampTHA to FA.

Step 4. FA → MU : (TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k.
Upon receiving messages from HA, FA firstly checks

if HA’s certificate CertHA and the timestampTHA are
valid. If both of them are valid, decryptW with its private
key to obtainh(h(N||IDMU )), x0 andx. Then, the session
key between FA and MU is accordingly derived as
k = h(h(h(N||IDMU ))||x||x0) = h(h(PWMU )||x||x0). Next,
FA issues to MU the temporary certificateTCertMU , and
computes(TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k and sends it to MU.

Afterward, MU can compute the session key
k = h(h(PWMU )||x||x0) and then decrypt
(TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k to obtain the temporary certificate
TCertMU andh(x0||x). HA locally computesh(x0||x) and
compares it with the one obtained by decryption. If they
are equal in value, the authentication succeeds and
TCertMU can be accepted.
C. Second Phase

In this phase, MU visits FA at theith session when
he/she is still within this FA. In this case, MU sends the
following message to FA.

MU → FA : TCertMU ,(xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f or
mation)ki

MU encrypts (xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f ormation)ki
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with the session keyki of the ith session, whereki can be
derived from the unexpired previous secret knowledge
xi−1 and a fixed secretx as ki = h(h(h(N||IDMU ))
||x||xi−1) = h(h(PWMU )||x||xi−1), i = 1,2, ...,n.

Upon receiving messages from MU, FA firstly checks
if MU’s certificate TCertHA is valid. If it is valid, FA
decrypts (xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f ormation)ki with ki.
Then, verify the integrity of the message by comparing
the two TCertMU . If it holds, save xi for the next
communication.

3 Weakness of Wu et al.’s scheme

Wu et al. solved the security issue that they have found in
Lee et al.’s and Zhuet al.’s schemes and proposed an
improved scheme. But, Zenget al. [5], Lee et al. [6] and
Youn et al. [7] pointed out that Wuet al.’s scheme still
fails to provide anonymity, independently and
respectively: an attacker MN, who has registered as a user
of HA, can obtain the identities of other mobile users as
long as they registered with the same HA. The detailed
attack processes can be shown in Fig. 1. Without losing
generality, we assume that MU is a mobile user who has
registered with the same HA as MN, and then explain
how MN disclose the real identity of MU as follows:

Fig. 1: Attack processes on Wuet al.’s scheme.

Because MN is a legal user who has registered with an
HA, he/she can derivePWMN , IDHA, r andh from the HA
(see Sec. 2-A), where

PWMN = h(N||IDMN)

and

r = h(N||IDHA)⊕h(N||IDMN)⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMN .

Then, MN can obtainh(N||IDHA) by computing

r⊕PWMN ⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMN

= h(N||IDHA)⊕h(N||IDMN)⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMN

⊕h(N||IDMN)⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMN

= h(N||IDHA).

When another mobile user MU, who has registered
with the same HA, is running the first phase with some
FA, MN can easily intercept IDHA and
n = r ⊕ PWMU = h(N||IDHA)⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMU from the
messages of Step 1 because of the broadcast nature of
wireless communications [1,2]. Then, MN can obtain the
real identity of this MU by computing

n⊕ IDHA ⊕h(N||IDHA)

= h(N||IDHA)⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMU ⊕ IDHA ⊕h(N||IDHA)

= IDMU .

Through analyses above, we can see that Wuet al.’s
scheme does fail to achieve the anonymity of mobile
users, and that any legal user can recover the real
identities of other mobile users who have registered with
the same HA. In addition, since Zhuet al.’s and Lee
et al.’s schemes have the same initial phase as Wuet al.’s,
and in Step 1 of the first phase, the same messagesn and
IDHA are required to be sent from MU to FA, these two
schemes also suffer from the attack mentioned above.

Note that finding this anonymity problem is not our
contribution, and this problem is perceived by [5,6,7],
independently and respectively. Our contribution is to
give a solution to it, and propose an improved scheme
based on Wuet al.’s scheme.

4 The proposed scheme

In Wu et al.’s scheme, it is easy for all MUs, who have
registered with some HA, to obtain the same value
h(N||IDHA) according to (1) and (2), which enables an
attacker, who has registered with some HA, to easily
disclose the real identities of other mobile users who have
registered with the same HA (see Sec. 3). Therefore, to
avoid the anonymity problem, the valueh(N||IDHA)
should be modified in a way to make it changeable for
different mobile users. The proposed scheme is shown as
follows.
A. Initial Phase

This phase is similar to the one in Wuet al.’s scheme
except for the computation of the valuer. When a new
MU wants to register with his/her HA, he/she sends
his/her identity IDMU to the HA. Upon receiving the
registration information from MU, HA computes the
MU’s passwordPWMU and a valuer as follows:

PWMU = h(N||IDMU ) (3)

r = h(N||IDHA||h(PWMU ))⊕PWMU ⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMU
(4)

whereN is a secret value kept by HA. Then, HA sends
PWMU and a smart card containingIDHA, r andh to MU
through a secure channel.
B. First Phase

The steps of this phase can be shown as follows.
Step 1. MU → FA : n,V,C, IDHA,TMU .
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MU computesn = r ⊕ PWMU , V = h(PWMU ) and
C = (x0||x)L, where L = h(TMU ⊕ PWMU ) is his/her
temporary key,x0 andx are two secret random numbers,
andTMU is the timestamp.

Step 2. FA → HA : b,n,V,C,TMU ,

SFA(h(b,n,V,C,TMU ,CertFA)),CertFA,TFA.
Upon receiving messages from MU, FA firstly checks

if the timestampTMU is valid. If it is valid, FA forwards
the information received from MU with his/her certificate
CertFA, a secret random numberb and the corresponding
signatureSFA(h(b,n,V,C,TMU ,CertFA)) to HA.

Step 3. HA → FA : c,W,SHA(h(b,c,W,CertHA))),

CertHA,THA.
Upon receiving messages from FA, HA firstly checks

if FA’s certificateCertFA and the timestampTFA are valid.
If both of them are valid, HA can obtain the real identity
of MU by computing h(N||IDHA||V ) ⊕ IDHA ⊕ n =
IDMU . HA locally computesPWMU = h(N||IDMU ) and
V = h(PWMU ), and compares the computedV with the
one received from FA. If they are equal in value, MU is a
legal user. Then, computeL = h(TMU ⊕ PWMU ) where
PWMU is computed locally and then use it as the
decryption key to decryptC to obtainx0 and x. Next, HA
generates a random numberc and computes
W = EFA(x0||x) and its signature
SHA(h(b,c,W,CertHA))). At last, send these messages
with its certificateCertHA and a timestampTHA to FA.

Step 4. FA → MU : (TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k.

Upon receiving messages from HA, FA firstly checks
if HA’s certificate CertHA and the timestampTHA are
valid. If both of them are valid, FA decryptsW with its
private key to obtainx0 and x. Then, the session key
between FA and MU is accordingly derived as
k = h(V ||x||x0) = h(h(PWMU )||x||x0). Next, FA issues to
MU the temporary certificateTCertMU , and computes
(TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k and sends it to MU.

Afterward, MU can compute the session key
k = h(V ||x||x0) and then decrypt(TCertMU ||h(x0||x))k to
obtain the temporary certificateTCertMU and h(x0||x).
The valueh(x0||x) can be used to check the validity of the
received messages.
C. Second Phase

This phase is similar to the old one except for the
computation of the session keyki. When MU visits FA at
the ith session when he/she is still within this FA, he/she
sends the following message to FA.

MU → FA : TCertMU ,(xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f or
mation)ki

MU encrypts (xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f ormation)ki
with the session keyki of the ith session, whereki can be
derived from the unexpired previous secret knowledge
xi−1 and a fixed secretx as ki = h(V ||x||xi−1) =
h(h(PWMU )||x||xi−1), i = 1,2, ...,n.

Upon receiving messages from MU, FA firstly checks
if MU’s certificate TCertHA is valid. If it is valid, FA
decrypts (xi||TCertMU ||OtherIn f ormation)ki with ki.
Then, verify the integrity of the message by comparing

the two TCertMU . If it holds, save xi for the next
communication.

5 Analyses and discussions

A. Security Analysis
Though it is simple, our method can solve the

anonymity problem mentioned above. Now, we shall
describe how the proposed scheme prevents the above
attacker from disclosing the identities of other mobile
users.

This anonymity problem existing in the existing
schemes [2,3,4] is due to the fact that each legal mobile
user can obtain the same valueh(N||IDHA) with the
information received from HA during the initial phase
(see Sec. 3). However, in our scheme, we set
r = h(N||IDHA||h(PWMU ))⊕PWMU ⊕ IDHA ⊕ IDMU , that
is to say, h(N||IDHA) is replaced by
h(N||IDHA||h(PWMU )) where PWMU is MU’s password
and kept secret to others by MU. So, by the attack
mentioned above, each legal mobile user can obtain only
a person-specific valueh(N||IDHA||h(PWMU )) that is
different for different mobile users and is useless for legal
mobile users in recovering the identities of other mobile
users. Therefore, the attack mentioned above is prevented
and the adversary mentioned in Sec. 3 is unable to
perceive the identity of any mobile user. Although the
value V = h(PWMU ) has to be transmitted in plaintext,
PWMU remains secure according to the security of the
hash function.

Also, because our scheme is based on Wuet al.’s
scheme and the computation of the session key between
MU and FA is similar to that of Wuet al.’s scheme in
security considerations, our scheme can achieve the
backward secrecy like Wuet al.’s scheme. At the same
time, this method can be used in Zhuet al.’s and Lee
et al.’s schemes to solve their anonymity problem.
B. Per f ormance Analysis

The advantage of these three structure-like schemes
[2,3,4] lies in their high computation performance, which
makes them practical especially for mobile devices with
limited computing resources. Here, we shall briefly
discuss the performance of the proposed scheme in terms
of the message size, the number of messages exchanged
and the computation complexity by comparing with Wu
et al.’s scheme. In the initial phase, one more hash
computation, h(PWMU ), is needed for HA, and the
message size and the number of message sent from HA to
MU is kept unchanged. In the first phase, MU is required
to computeV = h(PWMU ) and the number of messages
transmitted by MU is added by 1 becauseV should be
transmitted to FA. But, in this case, the total message size
transmitted by MU is kept unchanged because in our
scheme the ciphertext ofh(IDMU ) is not needed to be
transmitted (see Step 1 of Sec. 5). By this means, we can
conclude that the total message size between FA and HA
is not raised. Table 2 and Table 3 show the comparison of
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Table 2: COMPARISON OF THE MESSAGE SIZE
Schemes MU ⊕FA FA⊕HA HA⊕FA FA⊕MU

Wu et al.’s[4] 5l0+1l1 5l0+2l1+1l2+1l3 4l0+1l1+1l2+1l3 1l0+1l3
Ours 5l0+1l1 5l0+2l1+1l2+1l3 3l0+1l1+1l2+1l3 1l0+1l3

l1: the length of timestamps;l2: the length of signatures;l3: the length of certificates;l0: the length of other data.

Table 3: COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY
Schemes MU FA HA

Wu et al.’s[4] 2E +5H +2⊕ 2S+1P+1E +3H 2S+1P+1E +8H +6⊕
Ours 2E +4H +2⊕ 2S+1P+1E +3H 2S+1P+1E +8H +5⊕

S: signature or its verification;P: public-key encryption or decryption;E: symmetric encryption or decryption.

our scheme with Wuet al.’s scheme in terms of the
message size and the computation complexity,
respectively.

From Table 2 and Table 3, it is easy to see that our
scheme is almost as efficient as Wuet al.’s scheme in
performance, and it is also suitable for low-performance
and cheap mobile devices with limited computing
resources. The computing overhead of mobile devices is
much less than that of schemes [8,9], which makes our
scheme more attracting for practical applications.

6 Conclusion

Due to the low computational power of mobile devices
and the low bandwidth and the high channel error rate of
wireless networks, the traditional security protocols are
useless for wireless networks and the protocol designer
must try to minimize the message size, the number of
messages exchanged and the computation complexity
when designing a security protocol for wireless networks.
Based on some simple operations, several anonymous
authentication schemes have been proposed for the
mobile wireless networks. Unfortunately, it has been
proven that none of them can achieve the anonymity as
they exclaimed. Especially, Zenget al. declared that due
to an inherent design flaw in these schemes, it is unlikely
for any scheme based on the simple operations to provide
anonymity, and more complex cryptographic methods
should be used to achieve the anonymity of mobile users.
However, we find that Zenget al.’s conclusion is not true
and there is still some simple method to solve the
anonymity problem. So, in this paper, aiming at the
anonymity problem existing in Wuet al.’s scheme, we
propose an effective remedy and give an improved
scheme based on Wuet al.’s. Analyses show that our
scheme can achieve the anonymity and is as effective as
Wu et al.’s scheme. Our method can also be applicable to
other schemes such as Zhuet al.’s and Lee et al.’s
because they have the similar structure. That is to say,
Zeng et al.’s conclusion that the schemes structurally
similar to Wuet al.’s are unlikely to provide anonymity is
hasty, and the anonymity problem can be solved in a very

simple way. Our scheme can be used in the mobile
communication systems such as GLOMONET to achieve
the security of communication and the anonymity of the
user during roaming.
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